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Brewster angle microscopy~BAM !, x-ray specular reflectivity and grazing-incidence x-ray
diffraction ~GID! studies of C60-propylamine adduct monolayers at the gas/water interface as a
function of molecular area are reported. At large molecular areas (A.;150 Å2/molecule), BAM
images reveal macroscopic heterogeneity in the film, consisting of the coexistence between regions
covered with uniform solidlike monolayer and bare water surface. After compression to a limiting
molecular area of 150 Å2/molecule, the film is observed to be homogeneous, with the uniform
monolayer covering the entire available surface. Both the x-ray reflectivity results and the GID
patterns are consistent with the formation of a uniform monolayer atA;150 Å2/molecule, while the
little dependence that the GID patterns have on the molecular area forA.;150 Å2/molecule is
consistent with the heterogeneity in the film. Upon further compression to higher densities
(A,;120 Å2/molecule), the x-ray reflectivity results suggest the formation of a partial layer either
at the molecule/gas interface or at the molecule/water interface. In this high density regime, the shift
in the observed GID pattern with molecular area is much smaller than would be expected if the film
were to remain a homogeneous monolayer, also consistent with the formation of an inhomogeneous
partial layer. The analysis of the broad GID pattern observed from a uniform monolayer in terms of
a model 2D radial distribution function, implies a short range positional correlation, extending to
only a few molecular distances. The average nearest neighbor distance (d;13 Å!, extracted from
the GID analysis, is consistent with the limiting molecular area (A;150 Å2/molecule) assuming
local hexagonal packing. These results together with the sharp facets observed in the BAM images
demonstrate that the monolayer when uniform is a two-dimensional amorphous solid. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!01838-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the principal motivations behind many mode
theoretical, computational, and experimental studies of
face and interfacial phenomena is to understand the effec
physical dimension on statistical physics.1–3 A principal
challenge in this general area of physics has been to ide
real, well defined physical systems that are suitable for
perimental studies. Examples of two- or quasi-tw
dimensional systems that have been investigated for this
pose in recent years include rare gases adsorbed on
substrates,3–6 freely suspended thin liquid crystal films,7–10

and Langmuir monolayers11,12 of simple long-chain mol-
ecules such as fatty acids,13–23 alcohols,24–27 esters,28 etc.
Related statistical phenomena at surfaces and interfaces
have been often studied for more practical motivations,
clude wetting,29–31 premelting and reconstruction of crysta
line surfaces,32–35 and surface induced order at liqu
surfaces.36–39 The experimental techniques that have be
applied to these various systems are as diverse as the typ
systems that have been studied. It is therefore not very
prising that one of the principal applications of the conte
poraniously developed synchrotron based x-ray scatte
techniques has been to probe the structure and phase tr
tions of both interfaces and monolayers.
J. Chem. Phys. 107 (14), 8 October 1997 0021-9606/97/107(14)/5
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The relative magnitude of the atomic cross section
elastic x-ray scattering, in comparison with the various
elastic, or absorptive processes, has given unique advan
to x rays for study of the bulk structure of all varieties
condensed matter. Singularly important for these purpose
the fact that with typical x-ray wavelengths,l51 – 2 Å, it is
practical to probe structures at atomic, or molecular, len
scales. The possibility of using x rays to study surface ph
ics followed, in recent times, from the combination of the
advantages with the enhanced intensity, high collimation
small beam size of synchrotron generated x rays.40,41 Never-
theless, the scattering length for x rays is typically ma
orders of magnitude larger than typical interatomic distanc
Consequently the scattering length is also many orders
magnitude larger than the thicknesses of interfacial regi
and the cross section for x-ray scattering from surface
small. As a result of all this, most of the observed x-r
scattering from surfaces, to date, has been from orde
phases, from which coherent addition of scattering fro
many atoms, or molecules, gives rise to relatively sharp
tense peaks that can be separated from the diffuse b
ground scattering from other sources.12,34 To the best of our
knowledge, there are only four exceptions, in which x-r
scattering can be said to have been observed from interfa
5531531/16/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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5532 Fukuto et al.: C60-propylamine adduct monolayers
or two-dimensional, systems that have only short-range
der.

The first exception is that of phase transitions involvi
gases adsorbed within the internal atomic planes of exf
ated graphite.5,6 Several systems that have been studied
hibit a rich variety of phase transitions and critical pheno
ena that have been extensively modeled; however, ph
transitions for these systems are complicated by the pres
of the periodic graphite substrate.1,42 For example, the sub
monolayer behavior of Kr on graphite5 as well as the order–
disorder transition for He on graphite at a near monola
coverage4 can be described by ‘‘lattice gas’’ models, whe
the localized lattice gas sites reflect the long range orde
the substrate. The second class of exceptions correspon
observation of x-ray scattering peaks from Langmuir mo
layers with long-range bond-orientational order, i.e., hexa
phases, but only exponentially decaying position
order.43–45 The observed half-widths of these peaks a
broader than the resolution limited Bragg peaks obser
from crystalline phases; however, the widths are still n
rower than what one expects from simple liquids in whi
the bond-orientational order is also short range.46–48 The
third example is a recent report of liquidlike order in a mon
layer of Bi adsorbed on the surface of liquid Ga.49 Finally,
there are the numerous studies of the phase transitions
quasi-long-range correlations of thin films of various smec
liquid crystals.7,47,48,50,51These are amongst the more impo
tant measurements of the structural correlations for 2D
tistical systems; however, only the very thinnest films a
strictly two dimensional.

We present here a combination of optical and x-ray sc
tering studies of a Langmuir monolayer~LM ! of fullerene-
propylamine adduct~abbreviated as C60-PA! molecules,52

which consists of a C60 molecule and twelve propylamin
@NH2~CH2!2CH3# chains attached to it. The unique feature
the C60-PA system is that the number of electrons scatte
coherently from any one molecule is sufficiently large th
on the basis of straightforward calculations of the x-r
structure factor of the two-dimensional Langmuir monolay
observable scattering is predicted for phases with only s
range order. We will show that the LM monolayer of C6
PA, both as-deposited and at low pressures, is a relati
incompressible solid that is either a two-dimensional am
phous glass or a two-dimensional microcrystalline solid.
though this is in itself an interesting observation, even m
important is that it demonstrates that if other fullerene
rivatives that form liquid, rather than solid, Langmuir mon
layers could be developed, x-ray scattering studies of b
two-dimensional solidification and vaporization would
practical. In view of the fact that the 2D liquid/vapor pha
boundary is not well studied, this could be a major contrib
tion to 2D statistical physics.

Aside from this academic interest, there is still a go
deal of excitement over prospects for practical applicati
based on phenomena such as the electrical conductivity,
photoconductivity of fullerenes and fullerene polymers,53 for
catalysis,54 and in connections with pharmaceuticals.55 In ad-
dition, there are a number of other active areas where
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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potential for practical application is still open; these inclu
molecular sieves and gas storage media, and materials
nonlinear optics and superconductivity. Some of these po
tial applications are based around the formation of homo
neous monolayers; however, there is very little data indic
ing the impact that either the homogeneity of the monola
or the degree of in-plane order, has on the phenomeno
on which the applications are dependent. We believe
understanding of the physics and physical chemistry of L
of fullerene derivatives on the surface of H2O and other liq-
uids will serve as an important prerequisite for order
progress in this area.

Obeng and Bard56 were amongst the first to report for
mation of a LM of pure C60 at the H2O/air interface. Al-
though Maliszewskyj et al.57 support Obeng and Bard
others52,58–62 found that the strong mutual attraction of th
C60 molecules caused them to cluster, thereby destabiliz
the LM. Nevertheless, Vaknin and co-workers were able
demonstrate the utility of covalent modification of C60 as a
method for reducing the strong attractive interactions
tween clusters.52,62 The modification of C60 in this case con-
sisted of an attachment of the multiple alkyl chains throu
the formation of C60-amine adducts. The peripheral alk
chains reduce cluster–cluster interactions and enable the
mation of homogeneous monolayers.

Vaknin and co-workers reported both the surfa
pressure/area (p –A) isotherm of LM of the fullerene-
propylamine adduct~C60-PA! mentioned above, as well a
x-ray reflectivity from the LM as a function of the are
density.52,62 They observed that the reflectivity was cons
tent with well defined monolayers that appeared to thick
when the LM was compressed to the point where the surf
pressure started to rise. The present measurements e
that work as follows:~1! We report Brewster angle micros
copy ~BAM ! studies that allow visualization of the macro
scopic morphology of the monolayer as spread and un
varying degrees of compression. In fact, for a specific a
greater than;150 Å2/molecule the surface of the water
inhomogeneously covered with regions of the LM. The L
covered regions are themselves homogeneous, ha
boundaries with rigid faceted edges indicating 2D solids.~2!
Whereas the original x-ray reflectivity measurements of V
nin and associates used a laboratory x-ray source, we h
extended the reflectivity measurements to larger angles u
synchrotron radiation. These measurements allow for a qu
titative improvement in the extracted models for the surfa
profile. ~3! We report the results of grazing incidence x-r
diffraction measurements for varying areas/molecule t
show that the solid LM-coated regions viewed by the BA
are either 2D amorphous solids~i.e., a 2D glass! or 2D mi-
crocrystalline. As judged by the angular dependence of
x-ray scattering intensity, it appears as though the n
neighbor structure of the amorphous solid changes o
slightly under macroscopic compression by a factor of m
than 2.

The organization of this paper is as follows: In Sec.
the experimental details concerning the x-ray scattering te
niques, BAM, and thep –A isotherm measurements are d
No. 14, 8 October 1997
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5533Fukuto et al.: C60-propylamine adduct monolayers
scribed briefly. In Sec. III, the experimental results of t
p –A isotherm, BAM, and x-ray scattering measurements
the C60-PA LM system are presented and discussed in t
In the x-ray scattering part, the results and analysis of~1!
specular reflectivity and~2! grazing-incidence diffraction and
rod scans are discussed separately. Finally, a summa
given in Sec. IV, and the main conclusions from the analy
in the preceding section are highlighted.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. X-ray techniques

The x-ray scattering measurements reported in this pa
were conducted on the Harvard/BNL liquid surface sp
trometer at Beamline X22B, National Synchrotron Lig
Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory. A detailed d
scription of the apparatus has been given previously.19 In the
following, x-ray specular reflectivity and grazing-inciden
diffraction techniques are discussed briefly.

The kinematics for the specular reflectivity technique
illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. Highly collimated monochromatic x
rays of wavelengthl are incident at an anglea to the sur-
face. For specular reflection, the scattered x rays make
equal angle (b5a) to the surface within the plane of inc
dence, and the reflected intensity is measured as a functio
the z component of the wave vector transferQz

5(4p/l)sina. The component of the wave vector paral
to the surface is zero;Qxy50.63 The critical angleac for
total reflection is typically on the order of 0.15° for wat
andl;1.5 Å, and fora.4;5ac , the reflectivityR(Qz) is
approximately given by12,45,64

R~Qz!

RF~Qz!
>U 1

r`
E

2`

` d^r~z!&
dz

eiQzzdzU2

. ~1!

In the above formula,̂r(z)& is the average electron densi
at some heightz along the surface normal,RF(Qz) is the
theoretical ‘‘Fresnel’’ reflectivity from an ideally flat, abrup
interface, andr` is the electron density in the bulk liquid
typically water. As described in the literature, measureme
of R(Qz) can be interpreted in terms of model profile
^r(z)&, that describe the average electron density of the
terface along the surface normal. For a homogeneous LM
the surface of water the models yield surprisingly accur
measures of the thickness of the monolayer and the ave
electron density.12,45 On the other hand, without an indepe
dent determination that the surface is homogeneous, suc
one that can be provided by the BAM technique, it could
difficult to interpret the model profile.

Within the last several years application of grazing in
dence x-ray diffraction~GID! techniques has provided de
tailed information on the microscopic structure of a numb
of 2D phases.11–28,32–34Except for a few cases, which hav
hexatic order, most of these phases exhibit resolution-lim
Bragg peaks characteristic of 2D crystalline phases. Fig
1~b! contains a schematic illustration of the kinematics
the GID experiment. Highly collimated monochromatic
rays are incident on the surface at an anglea that is smaller
than the critical angleac , so that the incident beam onl
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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penetrates the bulk evanescently, decaying into the bulk
ponentially. Consequently fora,ac the scattering from the
bulk is suppressed significantly, and given the enhanced
cident flux provided by a synchrotron source, the ratio
scattering from the surface to that of the bulk is sufficient
study surface phenomena.

For GID, as illustrated in Fig. 1~b!, the detector makes
an angleb to the surface. The angle 2u is between the ver-
tical plane containing the detected ray and the plane of in
dence. In this geometry, the wave vector transfer betwee
cident and detected radiation has components

FIG. 1. Scattering geometry for~a! specular reflectivity and~b! GID.
No. 14, 8 October 1997
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5534 Fukuto et al.: C60-propylamine adduct monolayers
Qz5~2p/l!~sin a1sin b!,
~2!

Qxy5~2p/l!Acos2 a1cos2 b22 cosa cosb cos 2u.

For a 2D liquid monolayer of molecules with form facto
f (Qz ,Qxy) and 2D particle density ofn(r ), the GID scatter-
ing intensity is proportional to65

S~Qxy ,Qz!}u f ~Qz ,Qxy!u2E ^@n~0!2n0#@n~r !2n0#&

3exp~2 iQxy•r !d2r

}u f ~Qz ,Qxy!u2E $^n~0!n~r !&2n0
2%

3J0~Qxyr !r dr , ~3!

where J0 is the Bessel function of zeroth order andn0

5^n&. The difference between liquid and crystalline powd
has to do with the long range order in the 2D particl
particle correlation function,̂ n(0)n(r )&2n0

2. For a 2D
crystalline powderS(Qxy ,Qz) consists of a series of shar
circles at radiiQxy52p/dh,k wheredh,k are thed spacings
for the 2D lattice.66 Radial scans that measure intensity a
function of 2u, or alternatively ofQxy , result in sharp peaks
For a monolayer, the only structure in the scattered inten
for rod scans, in whichQz is varied withQxy held constant at
the GID peak position, results from the molecular form fa
tor, f (Qz ,Qxy). For small molecules, or longer ones that a
normal to the surface, this is typically peaked atQz50 and
varies slowly on the scale of 1/L, whereL is the molecular
length projected on the surface normal.

For many of the 2D crystalline systems that have be
studied experimentally such as, for example, behenic a
the molecular form factorf (Qz ,Qxy) and the Debye–Walle
factor combine so that only the lowest-order Bragg peaks
observed. This is particularly true for the LM films, whic
are the most relevant to the present paper. For 2D liquid
hexatic phases, with finite positional correlation lengthsj,
these peaks should be both broader and weaker. Since
peak-height and peak width are proportional toj2 and 1/j,
respectively, for liquidlike monolayers in whichj;3 or 4
molecular radii, the peak intensity becomes vanishin
small. Although broadened peaks have been observed
2D hexatic phases of freely suspended thin liquid crys
films,7,48,50 the evidence that they have been observed
LM is ambiguous.67–70In any event, they would certainly no
be observable for liquid LM phases of behenic acid, or sim
lar systems.11,18,19,28,71,72

B. Brewster angle microscope (BAM)

In principle GID measurements provide the most dir
information of the microscopic order of 2D phases; howev
microscopic information can often provide indirect eviden
for a phase, or phase transition. For example using ei
Brewster angle microscopy or fluorescence microsco
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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Knobler et al. have observed the macroscopic structure
both crystalline domains and macroscopic strain patterns
rounding microscopic defects.11,72 Analysis of these has of
ten yielded information on both the microscopic structure
the phases and the nature of phase transitions. Microsc
observation to establish that the monolayer is homogene
is a necessary prerequisite to quantitative interpretation
x-ray specular reflectivity.

The Brewster angle microscope73 used in the presen
study is identical to the one described by Fosteret al.28 A
p-polarized, argon-ion laser light (l5488 nm) is incident on
the monolayer at the Brewster angle for wateru553.3° rela-
tive to the surface normal. The size of the illuminated sam
area was approximately 5 mm38.6 mm. The presence of th
monolayer on the water surface destroys the Brewster c
dition thereby causing nonzero reflected intensity, wh
makes the imaging of the illuminated monolayer surface p
sible. The images were focused by an achromatic lens
focal lengthf 5175 mm and were captured by a CCD cam
era, located approximately 1450 mm from the focusing le
This setup provided a magnification of 7.3 and a resolut
of 20 mm, and the dimensions of the images captured by
CCD camera corresponded approximately to a surface
of 0.86 mm31.1 mm on the monolayer.

C. Langmuir trough

The C60-PA LM sample52 was prepared on a teflo
Langmuir trough with a Wilhelmy pressure sensor, all
which were sealed in an aluminum enclosure filled with2
gas, as described by Schwartzet al.19 Millipore Milli-Q Plus
water was used as the subphase. All of the measurem
reported in this paper were carried out at room temperat
typically at 22–23 °C. Before each spreading of a mon
layer, the cleanliness of the water surface was tested by
forming a quick compression isotherm on the water surfa
If the surface pressure change over a compression ratio
was less than 0.1 dyn/cm, the surface was considered t
clean enough for use. A monolayer was prepared by spre
ing a chloroform solution of C60-PA~0.28 mg/ml ! on water
at a specific area equal to or larger than 200 Å2/molecule.
Typically, the volume of the solution spread was about
ml . From estimated uncertainties in the concentration a
the added volume of the solution and from the small var
tion in the available water surface area with the water heig
the uncertainty in the area/molecule is estimated to be
than 4%. After the spreading of the film, a low flow of N2

gas was maintained for about 30 min to remove the eva
rated chloroform and refill the enclosure with N2 gas. Then,
before starting any measurements, the N2 flow was stopped,
and the film was left undisturbed for about 30 min for equ
bration.

We have used two different methods for thep –A iso-
therm measurements in this study. In relaxation isotherm19

the monolayer was allowed to relax after each step of co
pression by a small area change, typicallyDA
;2.5 Å2/molecule. While the film was being relaxed at
given fixed specific area, the surface pressure was meas
No. 14, 8 October 1997
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5535Fukuto et al.: C60-propylamine adduct monolayers
every minute. When the change in the surface pressure
five successive measurements, i.e., over 5 min, was less
0.05 dyn/cm, a final measurement of surface pressure
made at that area/molecule, and the next compression
was taken. In continuous isotherms, the monolayer was c
pressed at the rate of 2 (Å2/molecule)/min and the surfac
pressure was measured immediately after every 1 Å2 change
in the area/molecule.

During the x-ray measurements, the temperature of
water subphase and the C60-PA film was held at 22 °C.
same procedure was followed for the preparation of
monolayer, except that high-purity He gas was used in pl
of N2 gas in order to reduce the background scattering fr
the gas above the interface. The high degree of relaxatio
the high-density part of the isotherm was taken into acco
by compressing the film in the following way. Up to th
specific area at which the x-ray measurement was conduc
the film was compressed in steps ofDA>2.5 Å2/molecule,
and after each compression step, the film was relaxed f
min. Once the specific area of interest was reached, the
was allowed to relax more fully. The x-ray measurement w
started only after the surface pressure dropped to the v
given by the relaxation isotherm. At the given specific ar
the measurement was repeated at least once to make sur
there was no structural change with time.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. p – A isotherm

A typical isotherm taken atT522 °C for each type of
isotherm is shown in Fig. 2, with the open circles and
solid line corresponding to the relaxation isotherm and
continuous isotherm, respectively. While the entire conti
ous scan took slightly over 1 h, the relaxation scan to
nearly 2 days due to the long relaxation time in the h
density region. The shape of the continuousp –A curve is
nearly identical to the measurements reported by Vak
et al.52 As shown in the figure, the shapes of the two is
therms are only qualitatively similar. For specific areaA
.150– 160 Å2/molecule, the surface pressure remains cl
to zero, although the continuous isotherm shows a grad
increase in the surface pressure asA approaches
150 Å2/molecule. Compression pastA'150 Å2/molecule
results initially in a steep increase in the surface press
with a very low compressibility that is constant overDA
;20 Å2. The value of the limiting area/molecule at the ons
of the rise inp and the slope of thep –A curve in this region
are both well reproducible for each of the isotherms. T
high degree of incompressibility in the region just belo
150 Å2/molecule suggests that the molecules become clo
packed around 150 Å2/molecule. This value of specific are
agrees well with the expected cross-sectional area of
C60–@NH2~CH2!2CH3#12 molecule and gives a strong ev
dence~1! that the deposited film is a monolayer and~2! that
the monolayer is uniform at 150 Å2/molecule. One explana
tion that is consistent with the fact that the surface press
remains nearly zero for specific area greater than the limi
value, is that at low densities the monolayer is macrosco
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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cally heterogeneous and coexists with either bare water
face or a low-density 2D gas. As will be described later,
inferences made above are consistent with the BAM and
flectivity results.

In both isotherms, further compression into the hig
density region (A,130 Å2/molecule) results in a surfac
pressure increase with a smaller slope, where the cross-
between the two compressibilities occurs aroundA
5125– 135 Å2/molecule. This indicates that the film is mor
compressible at higher densities. A likely explanation is t
in this region, compression forces the molecules out of
monolayer plane. Since the molecules have already bec
closely packed, a further reduction in the specific area
only be achieved either through the deformation of m
ecules themselves or by sending some molecules into
third dimension. The comparison between the continu
and relaxation isotherms gives a clear indication that the
gree of relaxation is quite high in the high-density regim
Although we cannot prove that the relaxed monolayer is
thermal equilibrium, it is clear that the unrelaxed monolay
is not.

B. Surface imaging by BAM

The BAM images taken on the C60-PA monolayer
various specific areas are summarized in Fig. 3. Figure~a!
illustrates the nature of an as-deposited monolayer at spe

FIG. 2. p –A isotherms taken on C60-propylamine films atT522 °C. The
solid curve~—! is a continuous isotherm, in which the film was compress
continuously at the rate of 2 (Å2/molecule)/min. The open circles~s!
correspond to the relaxation isotherm, in which the film was allowed to re
at a given fixed area/molecule until the surface pressure variation over 5
was less than 0.05 dyn/cm. The dots~•••! are for the intermediate surfac
pressure measurements during relaxation.
No. 14, 8 October 1997
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FIG. 3. BAM images taken atA5 ~a! 280611 Å2/molecule,~b! 19068 Å2/molecule, and~c! 16567 Å2/molecule in a compression cycle. BAM images i
~d! were taken atA5245610 Å2/molecule in the expansion cycle, att50, 4, 10, 11, and 13 s. The film was first compressed to 16567 Å2/molecule and then
expanded, where the rate of compression/expansion was;0.05 Å2/molecule-s.
t
fte
o
d

ar
s

The
-
t the

ed
layer
area A5280611 Å2/molecule. The coexistence of brigh
and dark regions is evident. At this specific area, one o
finds a large uniformly bright region, which indicates a h
mogeneous monolayer. However, it is not difficult to fin
varying degrees of dark areas, which indicate either b
uncovered water surfaces or 2D gas of C60-PA molecule
very low density. Two images in Fig. 3~a! illustrate the vary-
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
n
-

e,
at

ing degrees of surface coverage at this specific area.
relatively sharp cusp (40°65°) formed by the boundary be
tween the covered and bare surface is one indication tha
monolayer is solid.

Upon compression, the fraction of time that the view
area appears to be covered with a homogeneous mono
increases. The images shown in Fig. 3~b! were taken after the
No. 14, 8 October 1997
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5537Fukuto et al.: C60-propylamine adduct monolayers
LM was compressed continuously to a specific area of
68 Å2/molecule at the rate of;0.05 Å2/molecule-s. At this
specific area, homogeneous fields of view are most comm
However, images like those shown in Fig. 3~b! are easy to
obtain. Here too, the boundaries of the monolayer cove
regions are most often straight, meeting at sharp angles
would not be expected if the monolayer were fluid.

Compression at the same rate to 16567 Å2/molecule
yields a monolayer for which it is very difficult to find an
dark regions. Figure 3~c! illustrates two typical views of the
few nonuniform regions that can be located at this spec
area. Aside from being rarer, the dark regions are sma
when found. AtA;150 Å2/molecule, it is almost impos
sible to locate any dark regions and, as might be implied
the isotherm, we believe that at this specific area the C60
LM has fully coated the surface of the trough.

According to this interpretation, further compression c
only be achieved either by reducing the molecular area w
maintaining an intact monolayer or by forcing some of t
fullerene molecules out of the plane to form a bilayer
other multilayer structures. Although the reflected optical
tensity does increase systematically with further compr
sion, we were not able to observe any well defined contr
ing regions that might have indicated macroscopica
formed bilayers, or other multilayers. Such regions, if th
form, must be smaller than the resolution;20mm of the
BAM for weakly contrasting domains.

Figure 3~d! illustrates the process by which the unifor
monolayer breaks upon expansion. This monolayer had b
compressed to 165 Å2/molecule and then expanded
;0.05 Å2/molecule-s to 245610 Å2/molecule, at which the
images shown were observed att50,4,10,11,13 s. The shap
of the boundaries when the monolayer breaks gives ano
strong evidence that the monolayer is solidlike.

C. X-ray results

1. X-ray reflectivity

In Fig. 4, the measured reflectivity data normalized
the theoretical Fresnel reflectivity of an ideally flat wat
surface,R(Qz)/RF(Qz), are shown for the C60-propylamine
film at five different specific areas. From the variation of t
R(Qz)/RF(Qz) curves with the specific area, it is clear th
the film grows thicker with increasing density. In fitting th
measured reflectivities, only the simplest models for the e
tron density profiles are justified because of the limited ra
of the Qz values in the data. The models we used for
average electron density profile along the surface norma
single-layer and double-layer ‘‘box’’ models in which eac
interface is smeared out with a Gaussian roughness
single-layer model contains four free parameters and is
fined as

^r~z!&1-box

rwater
511~h21!

1

2 F11erfS z1d

&s1
D G

2h
1

2 F11erfS z

&s0
D G , ~4!
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whered is the thickness of the monolayer,h is the electron
density in the layer normalized with respect to that of wa
(rwater50.334 electrons/Å3), ands0 and s1 are the rough-
ness for the gas/monolayer interface and for the monola
water interface, respectively. In a double-layer model,
other layer is added to the single-layer model. However
order to keep the number of parameters small, we assum
common thicknessd for both of the two layers and a com
mon roughnesss for all of the three interfaces. Conse
quently, the double-layer model also has only four free
rameters and is defined as

^r~z!&22box

rwater
511~h121!

1

2 F11erfS z12d

&s
D G

3~h22h1!
1

2 F11erfS z1d

&s
D G

2h2

1

2 F11erfS z

&s
D G , ~5!

FIG. 4. Measured reflectivity normalized by the Fresnel reflectivity of
ideally flat and sharp water/gas interface, taken atA518968 Å2/molecule
~a! ~s!, 14766 Å2/molecule ~b! ~d!, 12665 Å2/molecule ~c! ~h!, 105
64 Å2/molecule~d! ~j!, and 8463 Å2/molecule~e! ~n!. For each, solid
curve is the best fit by the box model, corresponding to the average ele
density profile shown in Fig. 5. The dashed curves are all identical
correspond to the best fit to the 14766 Å2 data that is based on the model o
average electron density profile given by the solid curve in Fig. 12~c!.
No. 14, 8 October 1997
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FIG. 5. The box models for the average electron density along the surface normal, normalized to the bulk density in water, all corresponding to t
~a! A518968 Å2/molecule, ~b! 14766 Å2/molecule, ~c! 12665 Å2/molecule, ~d! 10564 Å2/molecule, and~e! 8463 Å2/molecule. The boxes in the
models are indicated by the dashed lines. The dotted lines refer to the zeros and the bulk value of the electron density.
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whereh1 andh2 are the normalized electron densities in t
layer just above water and in the layer just below the g
respectively.

The nonlinear least-squares fitting to the measu
R(Qz)/RF(Qz) was done using the Born approximation@Eq.
~1!# and the box models just described. Since the Born
proximation is valid only for Qz.4;5Qc ~Qc

50.0218 Å21 for water!, only the data forQz>0.1 Å21

were fitted. The best fits toR(Qz)/RF(Qz) are given by the
solid curves in Fig. 4, and the corresponding average e
tron density profiles are shown in Figs. 5~a!–5~e! for the five
specific areas. Note that for the higher density monolayer
Figs. 5~d!–5~e!, the data can be equally well represented
the two different profiles.74 As indicated by the boxes
@dashed lines in Figs. 5~a!–5~e!# shown along with the den
sity profiles, the data forA518968, 14766, and 126
65 Å2/molecule were fitted by the single-layer model, wh
the double-layer models were necessary to obtain a goo
to the data forA510564 and 8463 Å2/molecule. The pa-
rameters obtained in the fitting are summarized in Tabl
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
s,

d

p-

c-
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I;

however, since the BAM results clearly indicate that t
monolayer is inhomogeneous at 189 Å2/molecule, ascribing
a physical meaning to the parameters for this density is qu
tionable.

The carbon cage radius of a C60 molecule is 3.55 Å,75,76

and the end-to-end length of the tetrahedrally bondedN–C–
C–C unit in a propylamine chain is about 4 Å. If each of t
twelve N–C60 bonds is assumed to be about 1.5 Å long a
to point in the radial direction, the diameter of one C60-P
molecule is estimated to be about 16 Å. However, when
electron density of one such molecule is projected ont
z-axis, more than 90% of the electrons are concentra
within uzu,5;6 Å. Therefore, if the film is a monolayer
the thicknessd of the layer obtained from the average ele
tron density profile is expected to be 10–12 Å. As listed
Table I, the single-layer model givesd'9.6 Å at A5189
Å2/molecule andd'11.4 Å atA5147 Å2/molecule, and it
is clear that the film is a monolayer at these specific are
This result is consistent with the isotherm studies, and ag
with the earlier reflectivity study on the same system
No. 14, 8 October 1997
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5539Fukuto et al.: C60-propylamine adduct monolayers
Vaknin et al.52 Also note that the roughnessess0 ands1 are
smaller and the excess electron densityh is higher at 147
Å2/molecule than at 189 Å2/molecule. Both the reduction in
the roughnesses and the enhancement in the excess ele
density, upon compression from 189 to 147 Å2/molecule,
are consistent with the BAM observation that the monola
is macroscopically inhomogeneous atA;190 Å2/molecule
and also suggest the formation of a uniform monola
around 150 Å2/molecule. AtA5126 Å2/molecule, the data
can still be fitted by the single-layer model, but both t
roughness and the thickness of the film are slightly gre
than those at 147 Å2/molecule. The film thicknessd
'13.7 Å is still consistent with the film being a monolay
at this specific area. However, the increased thickness
roughness may also suggest that some molecules are
ably starting to be forced out of the monolayer plane.

At A5105 and 84 Å2/molecule, the film is no longer a
monolayer, and the fitting at these specific areas requires
introduction of a second layer. We have considered b
models in which the second layer is introduced above
original monolayer and with the second layer being bel
the first layer. The data at each specific area can be fi
equally well by the two models, whether the second laye
introduced above or below the monolayer, and it is not p
sible from these data to determine which corresponds to
actual situation. Nonetheless, it is evident from both mod
as indicated by the boxes in Figs. 5~d! and 5~e!, that the film
consists of two layers at these specific areas, and the ave
total thickness of the film is about twice that of a monolay

TABLE I. The list of best-fit parameters used to fit the measuredR/RF data,
where the fits are based on Gaussian-smeared ‘‘box’’ models for the ave
electron density profilêr(z)& across the water/LM/gas interface.~a! Single-
box model. The thickness of and the excess electron density~relative to the
bulk electron densityrwater! in the monolayer are given, respectively, byd
andh. The roughnesss0 is for the monolayer/gas interface, ands1 is for
the water/monolayer interface.~b! and~c! Double-layer box models. Each o
the two layers is assumed to have the same thicknessd, and each of the
three interfaces is assumed to have the same roughnesss. The relative
electron densitiesh1 andh2 are, respectively, for the bottom layer~in con-
tact with water! and for the top layer~in contact with vapor!. The second,
less dense layer is introduced as the bottom layer in part~b! and as the top
layer in part~c!.

~a! Single-box model
Aa

(Å 2/molec.) h5rbox /rwater

d
~Å!

s0

~Å!
s1

~Å!

18968 1.2960.07 9.660.9 3.0760.4 2.0960.7
14766 1.3860.05 11.460.8 2.7660.3 1.7860.5
12665 1.3260.09 13.461.8 2.9960.5 3.3360.7

~b! Double-layer box model with the second layerbelow the monolayer
Aa

(Å 2/molec.) h1 h2

d
~Å!

s
~Å!

10564 1.1060.05 1.5660.07 9.161.2 4.0560.14
8463 1.10560.024 1.48360.036 11.161.0 4.0360.12

~c! Double-layer box model with the second layerabovethe monolayer
10564 1.6960.09 0.2360.09 9.161.2 4.0560.14
8463 1.6360.05 0.2560.04 11.161.0 4.0260.12

aNote that the area/moleculeA is not a fitting parameter.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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The roughnesss'4 Å at these densities is greater than th
monolayer values by;30%, and this may be an indication
that the second layer formed is inhomogeneous.

Since all electrons, whether from water or from C60-PA
molecules, contribute to specular reflectivity in the same wa
in the x-ray regime, it is not strictly possible to determine th
exact location of the water/film interface from the reflectivity
data. However, it is reasonable, especially in the single-lay
models, to use the size of the ‘‘boxes,’’ shown in Figs. 5~a!–
5~e!, as an estimate for the contribution from the C60-PA
molecules to the average electron density. More specifical
the number of electrons from the C60-PA molecules per un
area parallel to the interface should be roughly equal to th
electron densityrwater in water times the integrated area in
the box, namelyh•d for the single-layer model andh1•d
1h2•d for the double-layer model with the second laye
above the monolayer. In the case of the double-layer mod
with the second layer being below the first layer, the contr
bution to the box area from the C60-PA molecule shoul
only be x•h2•d1h2•d, wherex5(h121)/(h221) andh2

is for the complete monolayer in this case. In Fig. 6, th
surface electron density of the film calculated this way usin
the best-fit values is plotted as a function of specific are
Also shown in the figure~solid curve! is the ‘‘theoretical’’
surface electron density of the film, given by the ratio of th
known number of electrons per C60-PA molecule and are
molecule, which is a quantity completely independent of th
reflectivity results. The surface electron densities in the film
calculated by the two independent methods agree quite w
for the monolayers atA5189, 147, and 125 Å2/molecule,
indicating that the values of the layer thicknesses and exce
electron densities obtained from the reflectivity results a
physically reasonable. However, the values of the surfa

ge

FIG. 6. The surface density of electrons from the C60-propylamine film as a
function of specific area. The ‘‘measured’’ values are given by
rwater50.334 electrons/Å3 times the area of the boxes in the models in Fig. 5
that corresponds to the contribution from the C60-PA molecules. The op
squares~h! correspond to the single-layer models, and the circles are for th
double-layer model with the second layer being above~s! and below~d!
the monolayer. The solid curve~—! is the theoretical value, given by the
number of electrons per molecule~768! divided by the specific area.
No. 14, 8 October 1997
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5540 Fukuto et al.: C60-propylamine adduct monolayers
electron density based on the double-layer models are lo
than the expected theoretical values. This is probably an
dication that at high densities, part of the molecules that
in excess of the number needed for the complete monola
are collected around the barrier and edges of the tro
and/or form small aggregates, although the rest of the e
molecules are forced out to a second layer as indicated by
reflectivity results.

2. GID and rod scans

The most important result of the GID study on th
C60-PA monolayer is the observation of the x-ray scatter
factor from an amorphous or liquidlike structure in two d
mensions. Figure 7 illustrates typical raw GID scans of
C60-PA monolayer, clean water surface, and He gas ab
the monolayer. For the scans in Fig. 7~a!, a single set of
crossed slits of width 3 mm and height 20 mm, located
distance of 605 mm from the sample, were used in fron
the detector. Taking into account the size of the x-ra
illuminated footprint on the film (36 mm30.4 mm), theQxy

resolution with these slits varied fromdQxy50.02 to
0.03 Å21 in the range where the scans were taken. The sc
shown in Fig. 7~b! were collected using Soller slits that ha
a horizontal acceptance angle of 331023 radians, corre-
sponding to a resolution ofdQxy,0.012 Å21. In addition to
those shown in the figure, scans with finer steps were ta
to make certain that there was no sharp resolution-lim
peak. The contribution from the C60-PA molecules to t

FIG. 7. ~a! Typical raw GID scans taken with a set of cross slits at t
detector. The three scans shown correspond to a C60-PA monolayer~h!,
water ~n!, and He background above the film~j!. ~b! Typical raw GID
scans taken with Soller slits. The two scans shown are for a C60-PA m
layer ~s! and He background above the film~d!.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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scattered intensity is given by the difference between the
scan on the film and that on the water surface. The resu
this subtraction is shown in Fig. 8 for three specific are
10564, 14766, and 18968 Å2/molecule. At all the specific
areas studied, the scans from the film exhibited a broad p
which was centered atQxy50.42– 0.45 Å21 and had a full
width of DQxy'0.2 Å21. The comparison between parts 7
and 7b demonstrates that the peak width is much broa
than and hence independent of the two detector resoluti
Consequently, the subsequent measurements were mad
ing the coarser resolution~i.e., the regular crossed slits!.

Figure 8 clearly indicates that the background subtrac
GID patterns shown all have a broad peak of widthDQxy

'0.2 Å21. The position of the peak center atQxy
0

;0.42 Å21 for A5189 and 147 Å2/molecule roughly corre-
sponds to a characteristic length of 2p/Qxy

0 ;15 Å, which is
comparable to the diameter of a C60-PA molecule. Since
instrumental resolution, being one order of magnitu
smaller thanDQxy , is negligible, the broadness of the pe
is evidence that the positional correlation of the molecules
the film is of short range.77 As discussed earlier, the reflec
tivity results have demonstrated that the film is a monola
at A5189 and 147 Å2/molecule. Therefore, at these speci
areas, the monolayer is a two-dimensional amorphous ph
which the BAM images have suggested is solidlike. The f
that the GID patterns atA5189 and 147 Å2/molecule are

o-

FIG. 8. The measured net GID patterns from the C60-propylamine film, after
the water1He background has been subtracted off, forA5 ~a! 189
68 Å2/molecule, ~b! 14766 Å2/molecule, and~c! 10564 Å2/molecule.
The solid curve in~b! is the best fit atA514766 Å2/molecule, based on
the molecular form factor calculated from the spherical model of
C60-PA molecule described in Fig. 9 and the model 2D radial distribut
function shown in Fig. 10.
No. 14, 8 October 1997
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5541Fukuto et al.: C60-propylamine adduct monolayers
nearly identical, is consistent with the BAM observation th
the monolayer does not fill the entire available trough are
large specific areas. Rather it consists of large ‘‘island
which only come together to form a uniform, comple
monolayer at around 150 Å2/molecule.

The GID pattern forA5105 Å2/molecule is nearly iden-
tical to the other two except for the peak position,Qxy

0

;0.45 Å21. This small shift is a clear indication that unlik
at low densities, the compression actually pushes molec
against each other in the high-density regime, as eviden
by the increase in the surface pressure. However, the sh
the peak is much smaller than would be expected if the fi
were to remain homogeneous and one-molecule thick. If
compression only forced the molecules closer together in
monolayer plane, the reduction of the specific area from
to 105 Å2/molecule would correspond to the change in t
average intermolecular distance by;18%, and the center o
the peak at A5105 Å2/molecule would be at Qxy

0

;0.50 Å21. The fact that the dependence of the GID pe
position on the specific area is only slight at high densities
consistent with the reflectivity observation that belo
;120 Å2/molecule, some molecules are forced out of t
monolayer plane. The explanation for the similarity of t
GID patterns, aside from the slight shift in the peak positi
is probably that the second layer is inhomogeneous and
observed scattered intensity comes almost entirely from
short-range positional correlation of the molecules in the fi
layer.

More quantitative analysis of the GID pattern has be
carried out as follows. In the absence of long-range corr
tion, the extent of the molecular positional order in a hom
geneous monolayer is characterized by a two-dimensio
radial distribution function,g(r ), which is defined so tha
n0g(r )d2r xy gives the probability for finding a molecula
center ind2r xy at distancer 5Ax21y2 given that there is
another molecule at the origin. The two-dimensional aver
molecular density in the homogeneous monolayer is gi
by n05^n(0)&. The 2D radial distribution functiong(r )
goes to 0 asr→0 due to hard core repulsion, and approach
1 asr→` since the probability is equal to the average de
sity in the absence of correlation. The normalization con
tion on g(r ) is given by

n0E
footprint

g~r !2pr dr 5N21~'N!, ~6!

where N is the number of molecules in the plane that a
illuminated. In terms of the two-dimensional radial distrib
tion function, the scattering function for the GID patterns c
be expressed as65,78

S~Q!5S0u f ~Qxy ,Qz!u2

3H 112pn0E
0

`

@g~r !21#J0~Qxyr !r dr J , ~7!

where the terms that contribute only to the scattering in
plane of incidence are omitted in the above expression.78,79

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~7! corresponds
to the uncorrelated sum of scattering from individual m
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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ecules, and the second term to the interference between
scattered waves. Apart from the number of molecules illum
nated, the proportionally factorS0 depends only on the inci
dent anglea, which is a fixed quantity for GID scans. Be
cause of the normalization condition~6!, the scattering
function, as given by expression~7!, must vanish atQxy

50; that is,S(Qxy50,Qz)50.
When the entire film is a homogeneous monolayer,

two-dimensional average molecular densityn0 appearing in
Eq. ~7! is given by the inverse of the specific areaA. There-
fore, the use of Eq.~7! with the substitutionn051/A to fit
the GID pattern is appropriate for the specific areaA
5147 Å2/molecule, at which we know that the film is
uniform monolayer. Ideally, the extraction of the 2D rad
distribution functiong(r ) from the data would involve tak-
ing the relative difference, or residual, between the obser
GID pattern and the molecular form factoru f (Qxy ,Qz)u2 and
inverse-Hankel transforming the result. However, in t
present case, the limited range of the GID data and the
that the molecular form factor for a C60-PA molecule is n
well defined, make it less practical to attempt this dire
method. Instead, the fitting of the GID pattern with the e
pression ~7! was done by modeling bothg(r ) and a
spherically-symmetric average electron densityr1(r ) in a
C60-PA molecule, which givesf (Qxy ,Qz) through Fourier
transformation. Since the limitedQxy range of the GID data
makes the fitting insensitive to any detailed structur
simple models are used here.

Our model for the radial distribution function is given b

g~r !55
h expF2

~r 2d!2

s2 G for r<d

11~h21!expS 2
r 2d

j D cos@k~r 2d!#

for r>d

. ~8!

The increase ofg(r ) from the origin to the nearest neighbo
is modeled by a Gaussian centered at an average ne
neighbor distanced. We have assumed that the widths of
the Gaussian is sufficiently smaller thand, and neglected the
fact that a small value ofg(r ) at r 50 given by the model is
not strictly zero. The results would not be significant
changed if the model were modified to makeg(0) identical
to zero. In order to include the correlation with the ne
neighbors with the smallest number of parameters, an ex
nentially decaying cosine is used forr>d, where we have
assumed that the positional correlation extends only a
intermolecular distances and the exact periodicity of the
sine function is not essential. Although there are five para
eters ~d, h, s, j, k! in the model, only four of them are
independent due to the normalization condition~6! on g(r ).
Using the equivalent conditionS(Qxy50,Qz)50, the param-
eterh can be expressed in terms of the other four paramet

h5
1

I 11I 2
S I 21

1

2
d22

1

2pn0
D , ~9a!

where
No. 14, 8 October 1997
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5542 Fukuto et al.: C60-propylamine adduct monolayers
H I 15
s2

2 FApd

s
erfS d

s D1expS 2
d2

s2D21G
I 25S j

11k2j2D 2F11
d

j
1k2j2S d

j
21D G . ~9b!

The distribution of electrons within a C60-PA molecu
consists of two parts; 360 electrons from the C60 molecule
and 408 electrons from the 12 propylamin
@NH2~CH2!2CH3# chains. Since the molecules in the mon
layer are closely packed atA5147 Å2/molecule, the propy-
lamine chains from neighboring molecules may be int
twined, each chain may be oriented in various ways w
respect to the C60 molecule it is attached to, or some chai
may not be stretched out, as illustrated in Fig. 9~a!. However,
the observed GID data are not very sensitive to these deta
configurations, except for the number of electrons and
average size of the distribution of these electrons within
molecule. We have approximated the electron density wit
a molecule as spherically symmetric and consisting of t
parts. The electron density corresponding to the C60 mol-
ecule is modeled as 360 electrons uniformly distributed
radiusr 15R053.55 Å, the known carbon-cage radius of t
C60 molecule. The chains are modeled as 408 electrons
tributed betweenr 15R053.55 Å andr 25d/2, one half of
the average nearest-neighbor distance introduced in
model g(r ), in such a way that the number of electrons

FIG. 9. ~a! Illustration of a closed-packed, 2D arrangement
C60-propylamine adduct molecules on water surface.~b! Illustration for the
spherically-symmetric shell model, in which the distribution of electrons
each C60-PA molecule is separated into two parts; one for the elec
from the pure C60 molecule and the other for those from the propylami
chains. ~c! The model electron density within a C60-PA molecule, as
function of radiusr . The model consists of~1! a delta function atr 15R0

53.55 Å for the C60 molecule and~2! a spherical shell of inner radiusr 1

5R0 and outer radiusr 25d/2 for the propylamine chains, in which elec
trons are distributed so that the number in each spherical shell of widtdr
is constant.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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each spherical shell of widthdr is the same. This model is
depicted in Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!, and is given by

r1~r !5H 360

4pR0
2 d~r 2R0!1

408

d/22R0

1

4pr 2

for r P@R0 ,d/2#
0 otherwise

, ~10!

whereR053.55 Å. There are no additional parameters int
duced in this model. By taking the Fourier transform of E
~10!, the molecular form factor with this model is given b

f ~Qxy ,Qz!5360
sin~QR0!

QR0
1408

Si~Qd/2!2Si~QR0!

Q~d/22R0!
,

~11!

where

H Q5AQxy
2 1Qz

2

Si~x!5E
0

x sin t

t
dt

.

The nonlinear least-squares fitting of the GID pattern
A5147 Å2/molecule has been carried out using the mod
~8! and ~11! in expression~7!, with the constraint given by
the condition~9!. Since theQz component of the momentum
transfer vectorQ is negligible for the GID scans, we have s
Q5Qxy in the form factor~11!. There are a total of five
parameters in the fitting: the four independent parameters~d,
s, j, k! from the modelg(r ), and an additional paramete
for the proportionality constantS0 in expression~7!. The best
fit to the GID pattern forA5147 Å2/molecule is given by
the solid curve shown in Fig. 8~b!, and the five parameter
corresponding to the best fit are summarized in Table II. T
modelg(r ) using these parameters is shown in Fig. 10.

As evident in Fig. 10, the positional correlation of th
molecules is of short range and extends only up to the n
nearest neighbors, which demonstrates that the monolay
indeed amorphous. The best fit gives the value of the ave
nearest-neighbor distance atd513.160.4 Å, which is com-
parable to the thickness of the monolayer obtained from
reflectivity measurement. It is slightly larger than the inte
molecular distance of 10 Å in the fcc crystal of pure C60,

75,76

but this is expected due to the presence of propylam

ns

TABLE II. The list of best-fit parameters used to fit the GID pattern atA
5147 Å2/molecule. The parameterS0 is the proportionality factor between
the observed GID intensity and the 2D structure factor. The four parame
d, s, j, andk are defined in the model 2D radial distribution functiong(r )
used in this paper. In the model, the increase fromg(0);0 to g(d).1 ~at
an average nearest neighbor distanced! is approximated as a Gaussian o
width s centered atr 5d, and the approach ofg(r ) to 1 asr increases is
modeled as an exponentially decaying cosine, with decay lengthj and an-
gular frequencyk.

A51/n0

(Å 2/molec.)
S0

~arb.!
d

~Å!
s

~Å!
j

~Å!
k

(Å 21)

147a 1.47431026 13.07 5.17 6.66 0.353
60.04531026 60.38 60.35 60.62 60.026

aHeld fixed in the fitting.
No. 14, 8 October 1997
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5543Fukuto et al.: C60-propylamine adduct monolayers
chains. The obtained value for an average intermolecular
tance,d, provides an independent measure for the aver
molecular density, or the specific area, within the unifo
monolayer. Assuming that the C60-PA molecules are loc
arranged by hexagonal packing, the area/molecule is g
by A5()/2)d2. Using the valued513.160.4 Å obtained
from the best fit, the specific area based on the GID meas
ment is given byAGID514966 Å2/molecule which is in ex-
cellent agreement with the valueAtrough5147 Å2/molecule,
based on the trough measurement. This result is consis
with the BAM and isotherm observations that the monola
consists of islands at low densities and it becomes uniform
;150 Å2/molecule, where the molecules become clos
packed over the whole available surface and the surface p
sure begins to increase.

In order to obtain an independent measure for the m
lecular form factor, rod scans were carried out. In the
scans, scattered intensity was scanned along the angleb in
Fig. 1~b!, while keeping the angle 2u fixed near the maxi-
mum of the GID peak. In terms of the momentum trans
vector, the procedure corresponded to scanning alongQz

while Qxy was held fixed at 0.45 Å21. The same scans wer
performed on C60-PA film and He gas above the film. T
difference between the scans on the water and He b
ground was negligibly small compared to that between
film and the He background. Figure 11 shows the inten
along the rod for three specific areasA510564, 14766,
and 18968 Å2/molecule, after subtracting the correspon
ing contribution from the He background. As expected
spherically symmetric molecules, the rods are centered a
Qz50.

The scattering function for the rod scan corresponds
theQz dependence of the scattering function of the GID sc
with Qxy held fixed at a peak position. Taking into accou

FIG. 10. The model forg(r )21 as a function ofr 5r xy5Ax21y2, corre-
sponding to the best fit to the GID pattern atA514766 Å2/molecule@see
Fig. 8~b!#. g(r ) is the two-dimensional radial distribution function. Th
average nearest-neighbor distance is atd513.160.4 Å. In the model, the
r ,d part of g(r ) is approximated by a Gaussian centered atd and ther
.d part is approximated by an exponentially decaying cosine that
proaches 1 asr increases to infinity.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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the surface enhancement factorT(a)T(b), where T(a)
5(2a/ac)

2ARF(a), and noting that the incident angle
fixed,34,71

SRod~Qz!5S1T~b!u f ~Qxy
0 ,Qz!u2, ~12!

whereQxy
0 50.45 Å21 and S1 is a proportionality constant

The data forA514766 Å2/molecule has been fitted usin
Eqs.~11! and~12!, with S1 andd as the only parameters. Th
best fit to the observed rod scan is given by the solid curv
Fig. 11~b!. The fit gives the value of the outer radius in th
r1(r ) model atr 25d/256.1760.6 Å, or d512.461.2 Å,
which agrees fairly well with the value obtained in the GI
analysis. The dashed line, which is almost completely c
ered by the solid line, corresponds to the fit with the ou
radius fixed at the GID based valuer 25d/256.54 Å.

3. Application of the spherical model to the fitting of
reflectivity data

Finally, we show here that the above spherical mode
the C60-PA molecules can also be applied to the fitting
the reflectivity data, by constructing a model electron dens
profile based on the spherical model and using it to fit
reflectivity result atA5147 Å2/molecule. The electron den
sities shown in Figs. 12~a!–12~c! summarize the basic idea
behind this particular model. First, the electron density

-

FIG. 11. Measured rod scans atQxy50.45 Å21 ~fixed! as a function ofQz ,
taken atA5 ~a! 18968 Å2/molecule, ~b! 14766 Å2/molecule, and~c!
10564 Å2/molecule. The solid curve in~b! is the best fit atA514766
Å 2/molecule, assuming that the molecular form factor is given by
spherical model of the C60-PA molecule described in Fig. 9. The das
line, which is nearly indistinguishable from the solid line, is the result of t
fitting when the outer radiusr 2 of the C60-PA molecule is fixed at the valu
r 256.54 Å extracted from the GID analysis.
No. 14, 8 October 1997
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5544 Fukuto et al.: C60-propylamine adduct monolayers
one C60-PA molecule, assuming the spherical model w
the outer radiusr 25d/256.54 Å, was projected onto th
z-axis by integrating over (x,y). Since the monolayer cover
the trough surface uniformly and the molecules are clos
packed at this specific area, we can attribute a column w
hexagonal cross sectional areaA5()/2)d2 to each mol-
ecule. The contribution from the C60-PA molecule to t
electron density in this column is given by dividing the pr
jected one-molecule density by ()/2)d2, which is denoted
as rC60-PA(z) in Fig. 12~a!. Now assuming that the loca
distribution for the heights of molecular centers is Gauss
with a characteristic widthsLM , the contribution from the
monolayer to the local electron density is given by the c
volution of rC60-PA(z) with this Gaussian distribution. This i
shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 12~b!. The contribution
from the water to the local density was modeled with
simple error function, located at distance2 l into the bulk
and having a widthswater. The sum of the two contribution
gives the total local electron density, which is shown by
solid curve in Fig. 12~b!. Finally, the local electron densit
was convoluted with the roughnesss due to the thermally

FIG. 12. A model of electron density profile based on the spherical C60
model ~see Fig. 9!. All the profiles correspond to the best fit to the refle
tivity data at 14766 Å2/molecule.~a! The projection onto thez-axis of the
model electron density within one C60-PA molecule, normalized to the b
density in water, assuming the GID-based valuer 256.54 Å for the outer
radius of the C60-PA molecule.~b! Models for the local electron densit
profile of the C60-PA monolayer~---!, and of water~–•–!, and of the total
local electron density~—!. The model for the monolayer is the convolutio
of the result~a! with a Gaussian of widthsLM . ~c! The solid line is the
average electron density profile, given by the convolution of the total lo
electron density in part~b! with a Gaussian of roughnesss due to thermally
excited capillary waves. The dashed curve is the result of the single
model at 14766 Å2/molecule, shown here for comparison.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107,
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excited capillary waves,80 to obtain the average electron de
sity profile, shown by the solid curve in Fig. 12~c!. Since the
surface pressure at this specific area is close to zero, we
set the roughness at the values52.60 Å of the clean bare
water surface, which was measured with the same exp
mental resolution prior to the spreading of the monolay
With this model, the only free parameters in the fitting a
sLM , swater, and l . The best fit to the reflectivity data atA
5147 Å2/molecule is given by the dashed curves in Fig.
The density profiles shown as solid lines in Fig. 12 cor
spond to the best-fit values of the three parameters, which
listed in Table III.

The average electron density profile obtained with
above spherical model for the C60-PA molecule is in a qu
tative agreement with the one obtained earlier by the sin
box model. The thickness and the height of the excess e
tron density in the monolayer are similar in the two mode
as compared in Fig. 12~c!. This again shows that the film a
this specific area is a homogeneous monolayer with den
just right to cover the entire available surface with close
packed molecules. On the other hand, we also note a s
difference in the shapes of the two profiles. The detai
features in the profiles are highly dependent on the mod
used, and it is difficult to distinguish the two models simp
from the reflectivity results because of the limited range a
accuracy in the data. This is an example of the limitation
the extent over which any detailed features can be extra
from a given reflectivity result.

IV. SUMMARY

Using Brewster angle microscopy and x-ray scatter
techniques, both the macroscopic and microscopic struc
of C60-propylamine adduct monolayers on water have be
studied at various surface densities. At low densities (A.
;150 Å2/molecule), the monolayer is macroscopically he
erogeneous, with the surface consisting of regions cove
with a uniform solidlike monolayer and regions of bare wa
surface. The compression at these densities only reduce
area of uncovered surface, until the monolayer becom
macroscopically uniform at A;150 Å2/molecule.

A

k

l

x

TABLE III. The list of best-fit parameters used to fit theR/RF data mea-
sured atA5147 Å2/molecule, where the fitting is based on a model avera
electron density profilêr(z)& calculated assuming a spherically symmetr
electron density within the C60-propylamine adduct molecule. The oute
radiusr 2 of the C60-PA molecule was held fixed at one half of the avera
nearest neighbor distanced extracted from the GID analysis. The mod
assumes that the local height distribution of the C60-PA molecules is Ga
ian of widthsLM , and that the water/monolayer interface has a widthswater

and is located at distance2 l below the average height of molecular cente
Since the surface pressure is close to zero atA5147 Å2/molecule, the
roughnesss due to thermally excited capillary waves was held fixed at t
value measured for clean water surface.

r 2

~Å!
sLM

~Å!
swater

~Å!
2 l
~Å!

s
~Å!

6.54a 3.0860.12 4.0960.45 25.4260.23 2.60a

aHeld fixed in the fitting.
No. 14, 8 October 1997
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5545Fukuto et al.: C60-propylamine adduct monolayers
This behavior is evidenced by~1! the BAM images and the
following results:~2! the surface pressure remains zero un
it begins to increase atA;150 Å2/molecule, ~3! both the
reflectivity and GID results are consistent with the formati
of a closely packed, uniform monolayer atA;150 Å2/mol-
ecule, and finally~4! the GID patterns at low densities a
essentially identical to the one atA;150 Å2/molecule. For
high densities (A,;120 Å2/molecule), the compressio
forces out of the monolayer plane those molecules that ar
excess of the number needed for a complete monolayer,
some of the molecules forming 3D aggregates and/or
lected around the barrier and edges of the trough and the
going to a second layer above or below the original mo
layer. The main evidences for this behavior are~1! the model
electron density profiles obtained from the reflectivity resu
at high densities and~2! the fact that the shift in the positio
of the GID peak at high densities is much smaller than wo
be expected if the film were to remain a homogeneous mo
layer at high densities.

The most important result of this study on th
C60-propylamine adduct monolayer on water is the expe
mental observation of the x-ray scattering factor from a tw
dimensional structure with only a short-range positional
der. By constructing a model 2D radial distribution functio
g(r ) and utilizing it to fit the observed GID pattern atA
5147 Å2/molecule, we have shown that the positional c
relation of the molecules in the uniform monolayer exten
only over a few molecular distances. While this result
interesting in its own right, it is also important to note th
the observation of such a 2D amorphous structure was m
possible mainly by the large number of electrons contai
in each scattering unit, the C60-propylamine adduct molecul
in the present case. To the best knowledge of the authors
x-ray GID studies of Langmuir monolayers have so far be
limited to hexatic phases and crystalline structures w
quasilong range positional order. Considering this, the res
of the present study have an important implication tha
other C60 derivatives can be developed that~1! form stable
monolayers on water and~2! have an order–disorder trans
tion with a liquid as the disordered phase, then, it may
possible to study both sides of these transitions with
x-ray scattering techniques.
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